TRAVELLING TRANSPORT
I often do jackal courses and mainly they are the FREE
STATE every year, however a few things influence price
changes and that’s air travel, compared to road travel.
If you are in the market for a small car and want to travel far,
and go hunting or whatever but want to go on your own and
not be shunted into an aeroplane and go at your own speed,
but scared of ever increasing fuel prices, here is the answer.

Those who know me, are fully aware I am an Isuzu guy,
HOWEVER recent years have in my opinion seen the Isuzu
product go down the ladder for farming transport, in the 90’s all
farmers used Isuzu 250D direct injection bakkies, NOW that’s
gone, the newer ones are nowhere near as good as the old
models, and most farmers now go Toyota, in recent years I also
became a Toyota guy and all I buy is Toyota.

THE ANSWER TO CHEAP ROAD TRAVEL
I purchased a Toyota for long
distance travel and to beat fuel
prices and wanted a reliable
means of transport, what did I
buy? Well it was not a hard
decision; I purchased a TOYOTA
AYGO in 5 doors with full house
extras.
The car is very light on petrol, it
gives a staggering 4, 3 litres to a
100 kilometres and on the open
road is a very comfortable car,
what I really like is the gear change, it has a very short throw and
is exceptionally spacious inside, despite the outside appearance.
The car is all around just what I need for my long range trips, and
buying it new you get all the standard roadside backups etc with
a service plan also.

When I bought my new car last year December, it had to stay on
the dealers floor till 2nd January so I could register it 2013, so I
paid and left it on the floor, I also got the 5 door car for R800-00
more than the 2 door version, and I paid R112, 000-00 for the
car, a few months later its near R130, 000-00 already, but value
for money it’s a bargain.
It is a very nice looking car
and has a real fast car
appeal, but for the long
road course provider as
myself it is perfect, throw
my books is the boot for
the students and my
clothes and off I go!
Here is the car in detail, if
you want a small car, buy
the Toyota Aygo it is a
very good deal and its full
house!
I really like the mags on
this car, but at 4, 3 litres of
petrol to 100 kilometres
who would want to argue
that these small cars are
the entire rave now.

The Toyota looks very sporty
and has really nice lines, but as
some people have said when
they saw it, the word sexy
comes to mind -

Here is the windscreen sticker, note the fuel economy and
emission rate. Say no more!

The car is full house has all the extras an expensive car
will have in it, basically leaves you with nothing to want, all
I did was install a long range two way radio next to the seat
and that’s all.
For the long distance driver, this is a great car and super
light on fuel.

Toyota Aygo
WILD
5 Door.
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